MUNI MUSINGS - SPRING 2019
MARKET RECAP AND OUTLOOK
MUNICIPAL MUTUAL FUND INFLOWS MARCH ON,
GROWING IN VOLUME

INCREASE IN TAXABLE AND AMT YTD ISSUANCE HELPED
FILL THE TAX-EXEMPT GAP
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»» The municipal market is off to a strong start this year with the broad
municipal index returning 3.28% year to date.
»» Municipal fund inflows—which have hit record levels—continue
unabated, providing a tailwind that has driven municipal to Treasury
yield ratios lower.

»» Despite a 25% year-over-year increase in new-issue volume, gross
municipal supply is struggling to keep up with demand. Had it not
been for increased issuance in taxable and Alternative Minimum Tax
bonds—which, post tax-reform appeal to a broader audience—the
supply/demand imbalance would have been even more dire.

»» While the SALT deduction limitation has driven some of the demand
swell, we see technical and fundamental drivers, such as the supply
shortage and flight to quality after the volatility of Q4 2018, being
the more principal drivers.

»» Taxable munis found ample demand and distribution channels,
despite a 20% increase in supply. This was largely the result of a
greater familiarity with municipal credits by the institutional investors
looking for more yield and longer duration assets.

ON A TAX-ADJUSTED BASIS, MUNIS ARE A COMPELLING ALTERNATIVE TO OTHER FIXED INCOME
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»» Low absolute levels of yield have not deterred traditional municipal investors who typically benefit from the tax-exemption , and the competitive
tax-adjusted yields have attracted natural buyers of other high grade fixed income alternatives.
»» This broadened appeal of tax-exempt and taxable municipal securities to non-traditional audiences has bolstered performance by further
propping up the demand side.

MARKET HIGHLIGHT
MUNI YIELDS LIMBO: HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?
Municipal market yields have generally followed treasury yields lower year to date, but the municipal yield curve much exaggerated the reaction to
the Fed’s pause on rate action, which is what guided treasury rates. While treasury yields declined by an average of seventeen basis points across key
rates year to date, muni rates declined by an average of thirty-five basis points. This has been great for muni performance, which outpaced most of
its high-quality fixed income peers, but are the low muni yields too much of a good thing? The pronounced outperformance is mostly the result of
strong technical factors, such as moderate supply that is barely keeping up with greatly increased demand from individuals and mutual funds. While
we can attribute some of the demand craze to SALT deduction limitation in high tax states, evidence suggests the drivers are more fundamental in
nature, including flight to quality and fixed income portfolio diversification. And although scarcity value can prove to be an enduring performance
mainstay, declining yield ratios relative to other fixed income alternatives on an absolute and on an after-tax basis can leave munis vulnerable to rate
volatility and “sticker shock” that can suddenly sour investor appetite and dampen returns.

WHERE YIELDS GO, SPREADS FOLLOW
What we find more unsettling than low yields and declining ratios, is the market’s abdication of risk pricing. This is evidenced in the substantial
compression of credit spreads and outperformance of lower rated bonds. High yield and BBB rated municipal bonds outperformed all other quality
buckets year to date (HY Muni 4.41% YTD, and BBB Muni 4.13% YTD vs. Broad Muni 3.28% YTD). Credit spreads on these lower rated securities
have been tight for several years now, but they have ground even tighter and stubbornly hovered around their post-recession lows since mid-2018.
Prolonged favorable economic conditions have underpinned the fiscal health of weaker credits for many years now, but a further inquiry into spread
dispersion between BBB and AA rated municipal bonds suggests that BBB spread compression is more a reflection of the market’s reach for yield,
than its conviction in the relative credit strengths of the issuers. Post-recession, credit spreads between BBB and AA rated bonds have narrowed
by 100 basis points, to their lowest levels in nearly a decade. Today’s market pricing seems to fully discount persisting and emerging risks such as
mounting pension and retiree healthcare obligations, infrastructure funding gaps, and escalating disaster recovery costs. Though these risks are not
endemic to all muni credits or sectors, they can significantly pressure balance sheets in the immediate and long term, resulting in idiosyncratic credit
stress and pockets of price volatility that undermines performance in absence of scrupulous credit selection.
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